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Who is the Union? We are the Union!

Some faculty may worry that if we unionize, instead of an unresponsive administration telling us what to 
do and considering our opinions only when it suits their purposes, we’ll have an outside union doing the 
same thing. 

Don’t worry . . . We, the faculty, are the Union!

We will be responsible and accountable to ourselves. We are aligning ourselves with top state (Illinois 
Federation of Teachers) and national (American Federation of Teachers) educator’s unions, which will 
provide valuable guidance and resources that will strengthen our local efforts.

The UIS United Faculty union would be composed of and answerable to its UIS members and to no one 
else. UIS faculty will elect all local union leaders, and participation in union elections and competition for 
union office usually is high. Why? The union ensures that faculty have a powerful voice on issues that have 
substantial impact on the university and on faculty interests. In short, a faculty union is a representative 
body that can legally compel the administration to negotiate on issues affecting the faculty. 

One of the main functions of a union is to negotiate a contract with the university. Faculty on the 
bargaining committee will solicit colleagues’ concerns and ideas for improvement. The committee then 
compiles the ideas and brings proposals before a general membership meeting where they are discussed 
and amended. During negotiations, the union bargaining team will be in constant communication 
with union officers and members about progress of the negotiations. After union leaders and the 
administration reach a tentative agreement, the contract becomes effective after it is reviewed and ratified 
by union members.

Because the negotiating team keeps in close contact with the membership during negotiations, it is rare 
to have a proposed contract rejected. However, if a majority does reject the settlement, the union and 
administration return to the bargaining table.

You probably believe in shared university governance.  But faculty at public universities without unions, 
seldom truly share in governing their institutions.  Faculty unions support and reinforce the right of the 
faculty to have a say in the governance and direction of their universities!

If you want to help this transformation of UIS to true shared governance, you can start by joining your 
colleagues and endorse the UIS United Faculty mission statement

Working together for a better UIS,
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